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Anti-Passback 
 
 
 
 
Overview: 
 
There are times when you may wish to add an extra layer of security to your site by stopping the same card 
from passing the same reader multiple times.  This process is known as Anti-Passback, and in GuardPoint Pro 
it is available in either Basic (one controller only), or Global (two or more controllers).  It can also be Unlimited 
or Timed, depending on your requirements.  This guide will show you how to set up and use Anti-Passback. 
 
 
Setup: 
 
The first stage to introducing Anti-Passback (APB) to a system is 
to switch the function on.  This is done by going to Parameter, 
Controller, Readers, and then by clicking on the Access Mode  tab. 
 
Unlimited APB is defined as being constant monitoring of the 
location of cardholders.  If a user swipes their card at Reader 1, 
that card cannot be swiped at reader 1 again until another reader 
has been used (assumed to be the exit reader). 
Ticking the Anti-Passback box marked in red will turn this on. 
 
Timed APB is defined as being a monitoring of cardholders for a 
set time period, after which their location is reset.  If a user 
swipes their card at Reader 1, that same card cannot be swiped at 
that reader again for X minutes, where X has been defined in the 
software.  To used Timed APB, use the area marked in green. 
Note that Timed APB will be active if only the green area is used.  
Also ticking the Anti-Passback box will cause just Unlimited APB to 
be active, not Timed APB. 
 
These controls are also mirrored on the right of the screen.  This 
allows you to have different APB options in different zones of a 
schedule.  If, for example, your reader is set to a 9-5 weekly 
program, you might want APB to only be active during 9-5. 
 
This process should also be repeated for every reader that is to have the APB function.  Readers can be 
quickly selected by using the Select a Reader dropdown box at the top of the Reader window. 
 
Note that Request To eXit (RTX) switches are not taken into account by the APB system.  Thus, if a cardholder 
in an Unlimited APB system uses a reader to enter a building and then uses an RTX to exit, their card will not 
permitted, since the system still considers them to be inside. 
Whilst an amendment to this is planned for a future release, the only effective ways to avoid this problem 
currently are either to not make use of any RTX switches, or to use Timed APB, which resets after a time. 
 
 

 



Global Anti-PassBack: 
 
Basic APB is adequate where you have only 1 controller, or only want APB on 1 controller, but has limitations. 
In basic mode, swiping at reader 1 will cause the system to consider the cardholder to have passed that door.  
The same card cannot then use the same reader until another reader has been used (since it is assumed that 
this other reader will allow you out of the site).  But what if you want only some readers, or even just one 
reader, to allow exit?  And what if you have many controllers?  For these, you need Global Anti-PassBack. 
 
Global APB is a far more precise option, since it allows you to define multiple areas of the site, and attribute 
entry/exit status to individual readers.  It will also function over a network, so swiping a card at an entrance 
reader on controller 1 will disallow the use of an entrance reader on controller 2, and so on. 
 
As with Basic APB, the first stage to introducing Anti-Passback (APB) to a system is to switch the function on.  
This is done as outlined in the section above.  Global APB mode can support both Unlimited and Timed  
systems, or a mixture of both. 
 
Once each reader to be included in the system has APB 
set, we go to Parameter, Controller, Readers, and then 
click on the Door Control  tab. 
 
At the bottom left of this tab are two dropdown menus; 
From and To.  It is here that each reader is assigned as 
leading from a particular area, to another particular area. 
 
The most important thing to bear in mind when 
assigning areas in this way is that you should always 
allow for both directions of travel.  For example, if you 
have a reader that leads from the outside to the inside, 
then you should have at least one other reader 
somewhere that leads from the inside to the outside. 
 

To the right of these menus are two grey buttons with ellipses (three dots) 
on them.  Clicking on either one will bring up the APB Level window. 
 
In our example, we are creating just two simple areas, INside and 
OUTside.  Click New and give the area a name, then click Save to record it.  
Once done, click Close to return to the main window. 
 
It is preferable to keep this section as simple as possible, which will reduce 
the chances of any mistakes being made when assigning them later. 

 
Once back at the main Reader window, simply use the two dropdown menus 
to tell the reader how to behave, then click Save to update the system. 
 
In our example, we give Reader 1 on Controller 1 an assignment of From 
OUT, and To  IN.  We give the same assignment to Reader 1 on Controller 2.  
We then give Reader 2 on controller 1 From  IN, To  OUT. 
 
Our system is therefore set that user A can swiped into the site from either 
Reader 1 on Controller 1, or from Reader 1 on Controller 2.  Once done, any 
attempts to swipe the card a second time at either of these two readers will 
fail, since the system knows that the user is inside.   
Swiping at Reader 2 on Controller 1 will reset this, since the system will now consider the user to be outside. 
 

 



Potential Problems: 
 
When using Anti-PassBack, the status of each 
cardholder, and their current location, is stored 
by the controller.  By this, the system knows 
where each user is and can accordingly work out 
which door(s) should be blocked under APB. 
However, there may be times when you wish to 
reset this, and return APB to a default state. 
 
To do this, go to the All Cardholders window, and 
select the user for whom you require the reset (if you are resetting everybody, any cardholder will do). 
 
Click on the Location tab.  At the bottom of the screen are two grey buttons.  The upper will reset the APB 
level for the current user only.  The lower will reset the APB for all cardholders in the system. 
 

 
 
The only major issue with Anti-PassBack, both Basic and Global, is that RTX switches will confuse the system. 
Because there is nothing that personally identifies who has pushed the switch, the system has no way of 
accurately knowing where cardholders are at any time. 
One way around this is to use Timed APB, so the system is reset every X minutes as standard, and the use of 
RTX switches won’t make any difference. 
 
If you do not – or cannot – use Timed APB, the only alternative is to disable the RTX switches. 
The first stage is to ensure that no RTX switches are physically wired, but you will also need to disable the 
RTX function, which is embedded into a new system as standard. 
 
To do this, go to Parameter, Controller, Readers, and 
then click on the Access Mode  tab. 
In the top right of the window is a dropdown menu 
entitled Door remote input.  This is the input that is 
currently expecting an RTX switch to be wired to it. 
Use the dropdown arrow and change the option to 
<None>, then click Save.  You should repeat this 
with every reader in the system. 
 
Once done, your system will no longer support RTX 
switches, and their inputs can be used as normal. 
 
 

 


